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Preface

Who this book is for

this book is aimed at people who love
plants and gardening and want to find a
way of turning their gardening hobby

into a business.
it is for those dreaming of a second or third career who, frustrated by
their existing jobs, want to get outdoors and be creative. it is for green-fingered
homemakers who, after a career break to raise their children, want to work flexible hours.
it is for those with stressful office jobs who want to leave the big smoke for a life in the
country. 

And it is for those just starting out on their career, who want to
do the thing they love first time round.

What this book does
the aim of the next 180 pages is not to be a substitute for

getting the right training, nor is it intended to be a
definitive guide. But i hope it will give you a starting point,



an overview of what life running your own gardening business is like, with honest and
first-hand experience from those in the know.

the next ten chapters will look at:

1. coming up with your initial idea and developing it

2. inspiring individuals with bold garden businesses

3. choosing a course and getting trained

4. the technicalities of company set-up

5. the practicalities of company set-up

6. getting started and building a customer base

7. building a network of contacts

8. promoting your business 

9. dealing with customers

10.growing your gardening business.

And finally, some words of wisdom to send you on the way from those successful
gardening businessmen and women profiled in this book.



With thanks to
with many thanks to all those interviewed, who gave up their time to answer so many
questions. they are:

Case studies

Alan Shipp, the national collection of hyacinths

Alison marsden, gardening by Design

Angus white, Architectural Plants

caroline De lane lea and louise cummins, gardenmakers

caroline Knight, the Quiet gardener

georgia miles, the Sussex flower School

gill chamberlain, garden rescue

gilly Pollock, British Plant nursery guide 

graham gough, marchants hardy Plants

guy watts and James gubb, Streetscape

hugo Bugg landscapes

James Alexander-Sinclair garden and landscape Design

Jimi Blake, hunting Brook gardens



Juiet Sargeant garden Design

lisa rawley, fleur de lys

louise Dowding garden Design

mark yabsley, Pod garden Design

mike Kitchen, rocket gardens

Sam ellson, the traditional flower company

Sarah mead, yeo Valley’s organic garden

Sean walter, the Plant Specialist

Sue gray, Damhead nursery

Experts

Denise cadwallader, garden Arts garden design and capel manor college lecturer 

gary edwards, gardener and founder of the gardeners guild

hannah Powell, communications consultant for Perrywood garden centre and nursery

Jonnie wake, landscape contractor turned designer, landmark gardens, and the
english gardening School lecturer

moira farnham, garden designer and co-founder of the garden Design School

Paul cooling, chairman of coolings nurseries



Plus the team at Country Living

ruth chandler, features editor 

Stephanie Donaldson, gardening editor 

rachel taylor, intern 

And other Country Living contributors to this book

catherine Butler

charlie ryrie

hester lacey

Paula mcwaters





introduction

have you ever gazed out of your office window on a sunny day and
thought how much better it would be to be outdoors, or flicked
through the pages of your favourite gardening magazine with

longing? maybe you have pictured yourself, secateurs in hand, running a
high-end garden-maintenance business, or dreamed of a studio space in
your attic with a drawing board on which you can produce garden plans. .
.
the next ten chapters will look at the diverse business opportunities that exist just
outside your back door (and the back doors of others). we’ll look at being a commercial
gardener, a garden or interior landscape designer, running your own independent
nursery, opening your garden to the public, becoming a gardening coach or speaker, even
opening your own gardening school. 

we’ll trace the process of starting a business – from
developing your initial idea, taking advantage of
training and internship opportunities, right the way
through to company set-up. we’ll cover ideas for
how to get your first job, how to promote yourself
and finally, when you are ready, how to expand your
skills and grow your business.

ten years ago, seduced by tV gardening makeover
shows and glossy coffee table gardening books, i gave up
writing magazine articles to become a garden design student.



i wish i had appreciated the importance of a sound horticultural grounding back then,
and understood that gardens take time to get established and mature. i wish i had
determined a niche for myself before starting out, and formulated a solid business plan.
And if only i had grasped the value of networking and known what forms of advertising
would and wouldn’t work (to save on some costly and ultimately pointless expenditure).
more importantly, it would have been great to have known how much support and
advice could be gained from business start-up organisations and joining the appropriate
trade body from the start. 

i very much hope this book will answer the kinds of questions i had back then and
provide exactly the sort of advice and inspiration that i needed.

the following chapters catalogue the experiences of 22 inspiring individuals who each
give a frank account of what setting up and running your own gardening business is
really like and what they have learned. there are top business tips from them, as well as
others who are experts in their fields, plus contact details of useful websites, publications,
individuals, organisations and charities that may be of interest or able to help.

good luck with your exciting new venture. i hope it proves to be a happy and fulfilling one.

Sophie Davies



CHAPTER 1

Coming up with Your Initial Idea





Do you dream of opening a nursery like graham gough of
marchants hardy Plants in chapter 6, or of running a busy
practice like designers gardenmakers in

chapter 5? Are you a keen grower with a green
business plan like mike Kitchen of rocket gardens
in chapter 10? have you spotted a niche like
garden rescue’s gill chamberlain in chapter 7?

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO?

the first step in setting up a successful gardening business is knowing what you want to
do. here are some of the options out there:

Garden maintenance
you could offer basic gardening-round services, such as lawn-cutting, hedge-trimming,
weeding and leaf clearance, or a high-end garden manicure service. you could develop
expertise and offer a specialist pruning or planting service, ultimately overseeing the
development of large country gardens or small estates. you could recruit a team and
offer fence repairs, pond maintenance, or installation of irrigation systems as specialist
or add-on services. whichever, you will need plenty of energy and sound plant
knowledge. 



Garden design
garden design requires a great many different skills, both creative and organisational,
plus an understanding of how things are built. As a fully-fledged designer, you would
produce outline garden master plans and planting plans for clients, as well as detailed
construction drawings. you could also be asked to undertake simple site surveys, project
monitor building works and supply and plant the plants. Some designers specialise in,
for example, contemporary, historical or coastal gardens, or offer maintenance or even
garden building as part of their service.

or you could decide potted plants and troughs are more your thing and specialise in
roof terraces and balconies, or become an interior landscape designer, brightening up
shops, terraces and homes with your beautiful planted displays.

Independent nursery
independent nursery owners tend to have a passion for a particular planting style or
type of plant such as exotics, ferns or grasses, and this often forms the basis of their

enterprise. what plants you sell will depend on your interests, your
expertise and to some extent your location. you may start out in a

small way, opening your garden or field to the public and selling a
few of your seasonal favourites. or you could rent or buy some
land and invest in greenhouses and polytunnels to grow on a
bigger scale and sell through farmers markets and plant fairs,
perhaps also opening a retail outlet of your own.



Open garden
you may decide to open your garden to the public (should you be lucky
enough to have one large and beautiful enough to do so), run garden-
related courses and events there, perhaps sell plants and even open
up a teashop, as Sarah mead later in this chapter has done. you
could do a trial run and open your garden a few days a year under
the national gardens Scheme, raising money for charity as you do
so.

Teaching horticulture
you could offer a garden-coaching service in peoples’ gardens, showing them how to
grow vegetables, prune trees, reshape their lawn and make the most of their outdoor
spaces. you could develop specialist knowledge and give talks or lectures. you could even
open your own school like georgia miles’ the Sussex flower School in chapter 8.

your gardening business may combine two or more of the above, as many of those
profiled in this book do. there are nurseries that run workshops or offer maintenance,
designers who appear on tV or open their gardens to the public, and gardeners who
coach.

or you could become a garden writer, submitting articles to magazines and newspapers;
a garden historian, helping owners of grand gardens restore them to their former glory.
you might even organise garden tours.

The next chapter looks at some more unusual ideas for gardening businesses – don’t be afraid to
think outside the box!



FURTHER RESEARCH

Finding your niche
the question is, do you really want to go head-to-head with the big
players, or will finding a niche form the basis of your business? Perhaps
you have spotted a gap in the market for a front garden design service,
an independent nursery in your area or some expert topiary. 

garden designer and lecturer Denise cadwallader says: 

“there are designers who do just contemporary gardens. there are others that grow
vegetables and help people become greener with less hard landscaping and water-
saving devices. But don’t overspecialise to the point that you have no market.”

The competition
once you have determined your niche, research the competition. whose are those
logoed vans that you see outside the best-kept gardens? what services does – and doesn’t
– that company offer? where is the business based? what areas does it cover? And what
does it charge? 

Do your homework and check out competitors’ websites. who are your
customers going to be and are there enough of them to keep you going?
is there really space for another such gardening business in your area or
will you have to come up with a new angle or travel further afield for
work? will your nursery need to offer a mail order and online service
in addition to local sales?



What a business involves
you need to know what your chosen enterprise entails. what’s it like,
day to day, running your own plant nursery or project monitoring a
team of garden builders on a muddy construction site? can you issue
instructions? Are you tough enough to run your own show? Do you mind
the cold and the rain? 

Speak to people who are already working in your chosen field. get in touch with a local
garden designer and offer to help out on planting jobs, volunteer as a gardener for the
national trust or get a job at a local plant nursery and see how it’s done. 

coolings nurseries chairman Paul cooling says: 

“Before you start out, i think you need some experience of running a business. People
think: ‘wouldn’t it be lovely to do this in my garden?’ But they don’t really understand
the scale of things or, for example, the basics of VAt.”

FINANCE

What it costs
Starting a new career is a big financial commitment – there’s the cost of studying, of
buying equipment and then of setting yourself up. many of the people profiled in this
book agree the first three years are especially tough. how will you manage? Perhaps you
have an understanding partner who is happy to support you through this time. Perhaps



you have money put by to keep you going for a while. Perhaps you could ease the
transition by continuing to work part-time, if you have the time and energy to do so. 

well-established garden designer Denise cadwallader started out offering a garden
maintenance service which she kept up for the first three years while building up her
design work. She was offered a teaching post at capel manor college and this gave her
the financial freedom to reduce her maintenance work and increase the
design-side of her earnings.

What you make
what can you expect to get paid? (And will this be enough to live on,
once business running costs have been taken away?) garden designers
i spoke to while researching this book were reluctant to reveal their
earnings, though £30 to £60 an hour for design work seems to be typical (starting lower
in the early days when producing plans takes longer, and then increasing). however,
operating costs and the time spent actually running your own business and managing
your accounts cannot be charged to the client. one well-established, part-time garden
designer i spoke to revealed they had earned £20,000 the previous year.

the gardeners guild organisation states that a domestic gardener should aim to earn
a minimum of £100 to £150 a day, according to their level of expertise and

location, though again the cost of equipment, insurance and
accountant’s fees comes out of this. garden coaching pays around
£25–£30 an hour (and your time is chargeable not only while you are
at the clients’ garden, but also when back in your office writing up

their report). garden writing pays in the region of £300 per 1,000-



word feature and garden media guild members charge anything between £40 and £400

(plus travel expenses) for public speaking, depending on the speaker’s profile and
location.

how much money you make from running your own nursery or opening your garden
to the public is down to the scale of your operation, the number of customers you attract
and how enterprising you are. it depends what you want. for some it’s a paid hobby, and
as long as charging people to come and look round their garden or buy a few plants from
their nursery generates enough income to cover its upkeep or provide a small additional
income, that’s enough. for others, it needs to be a more commercial concern, in which
case diversification is a must.

The importance of passion
while researching this book passion was the word that came up over and over again.
everyone interviewed – from a bulb expert to head gardener, nursery owner to gardening
personality – enthused about their job. 

running your own gardening business might not make you a million, but it does mean
spending much of your working life outdoors and doing something that you love. it
means the luxury of choosing your hours (though be prepared for hard work, especially
in the peak growing season) and enormous job satisfaction.

garden designer, columnist and tV presenter James Alexander-Sinclair sums it up: 

“rather than doing it for the money, i do it because i have an urge to leave the bits of
the world upon which i am let loose a little more beautiful than they were before i
arrived.”



CASE STUDY
Angus White
Architectural Plants

i will never forget my first trip to Architectural Plants. with bamboo forests rustling in
the wind, row upon row of the tallest palm trees i had ever seen and a rather smart,
colonial-style wooden hut housing the company hQ, it was as if a piece of the tropics
had been scooped up and dropped down in the middle of the english countryside. 

the story of its founder Angus white is likewise unconventional. Annoyed he couldn’t
buy the exotic, sculptural and evergreen plants he wanted, Angus decided, quite simply,
to grow and sell them himself from a sloping, three-acre donkey field he owned in west
Sussex. he called his new nursery Architectural Plants.

A furniture designer rather than a horticulturalist by trade, he made regular trips to
wakehurst Place in west Sussex (www.kew.org/visit-wakehurst) – a vast 465-acre estate
with a walled garden and woodlands, home to Kew’s millennium Seed Bank – to learn
more about trees, scribbling down lists of his favourites. 

“People who run nurseries usually have letters after their names,” he says. “i was just
full of beans and dead keen.”

he recalls tracking down ten Nothofagus dombeyi (Dombey’s Southern Beech) at rhS
garden wisley (www.rhs.org.uk), buying eight to propagate from and thoughtfully
leaving the last two for some other like-minded shopper. he returned some months later
and found them still there. 



“that should have told me there was no existing market for the kind of plants i
wanted to grow, but i was driven. i wasn’t so much looking for a gap in the market as
doing something i wanted to and nothing was going to stop me. it was a kind of
madness!”

he conducted some market research in the form of focus groups. the results proved at
worst depressing and at best inconclusive, but Angus went ahead anyway. 

with the help of an accountant friend, who was a farmer and grower by background,
Angus developed “a bit of a business plan” establishing the basics such as “projected sales
and working out a price per plant according to pot size. All the standard stuff and, like
most business plans, it proved to be utter nonsense in the end, but sounded good at the
time.” he recruited Kew gardens propagator Peter tindley to help and he is still there,
20 years on.

ordering a vast, 44 × 100 foot greenhouse signalled the point of no return. then there
were trenches to dig, power, drainage and a state-of-the-art fogging system to install
(which allows tricky, tender exotics to root without rotting in the ground). “then there
was irrigation to learn about, fertiliser, different types of compost. in the early
days, the task just seemed overwhelming,” Angus says. 

But by 1990, Architectural Plants was ready to open its doors to a largely
unenlightened public. A half-page article by the esteemed garden
writer Anna Pavord in The Independent about this bold new nursery in
horsham put it on the map.

ten years after opening, the market for exotic plants had become well
catered for, and cut-priced competition from the big nursery chains
kicked in. Architectural Plants responded by diversifying into garden
design and construction, and offering a planting and creative maintenance
service. “trying harder,” Angus says. 



today, with a Queens Award under its belt (for enterprise in innovation and the only
horticultural business to have one), Architectural Plants has expanded, with two garden
designers on the team plus between two and five gardeners at any one time. A brand
new, 35-acre site is due to open at the end of 2012 on land leased from nearby chichester
college’s agricultural Brinsbury campus as a result of private investment. the new
nursery will replace the original site at horsham and a second which opened just outside
chichester.

Angus now has a co-director but has retained control of the company and remains
resolutely hands on. he has started an on-the-spot design service for clients, turning
up with a lorry load of plants, placing as appropriate, planting and then taking the rest
away – one of the advantages of having your own nursery. 

“the idea behind Architectural Plants is still very much the same as it was 20 years
ago. i think my advice to anyone setting out is stick to your guns and be very, very
cautious about listening to other people.”

www.architecturalplants.com



CASE STUDY
Sarah Mead
Yeo Valley’s Organic Garden

there was a time when it didn’t seem to matter how scruffy an organic garden appeared
– it was the techniques that were paramount and making it look nice was, at best, a
secondary consideration. 

this was understandable in the pioneering days when there was a great deal of trial and
error involved, biological pest controls were non-existent and organic potting composts
had to be home produced. now it is pretty much impossible to tell a good organic plot
from one that is conventionally cultivated. A shining example of this is yeo Valley’s
organic garden at holt farm in Somerset, where underlying environmental credentials
are swathed in a cloak of beauty. 

Skilful design and inspired planting have transformed six-and-a-half acres of farmland
into a sophisticated country garden that is the only organic ornamental garden to be
certified by the Soil Association.

holt farm is home to tim and Sarah mead, who run their organic family dairy business
on the surrounding land. twenty years ago when Sarah arrived at the farm, the garden
consisted of a rockery and some roses. She had grown up in london and had “no interest
in gardening whatsoever”. But, learning as she went, she opened the evolving garden in
aid of the national gardens Scheme four years later.



Sarah admits she made mistakes along the way and, as the garden
gradually expanded, realised she was in need of some expert assistance
and guidance. the team of three gardeners she has gathered around

her is a happy and harmonious crew. they have enabled her to create a
garden that is inspirational and showcases the very best in organic

techniques. “we are committed to trying to prove that organic doesn’t have
to mean recycled tyres and plastic bottles,” she says.

Although this was the case from the outset, Sarah became increasingly fed up with
overhearing visitors to her garden say: “i wonder how organic they really are?” So, in
2008, she took the bold decision to close the garden to visitors for two years and apply
for certification from the Soil Association. this rigorous, ongoing process brings the
garden in line with the surrounding farm and confirms to visitors that it is run in
accordance with the strictest organic standards.

there have been considerable challenges to overcome, particularly a serious infestation
of bindweed in the gravel garden that necessitated emptying it of all its plants, followed
by the entire team excavating to a depth of two metres with the help of a mini digger
and removing three whole trailer loads of bindweed roots. it took a month and, though
it was a task none of them would wish to repeat, it did provide the opportunity for the
area to be redesigned and replanted – a silver lining of sorts.

while growers of organic vegetables are wonderfully served these days with numerous
suppliers of seeds and young plants, things aren’t quite so straightforward for those
wishing to create an organic ornamental garden. So Sarah has invested in a greenhouse
where she and her team now grow most of their own from seeds and cuttings.
further, the garden is managed on a closed system which means the potting
composts, liquid feeds, soil improvers and compost tea used there are made on
site with materials from the plot itself.



the garden opens from April to September and last year attracted 5,000 visitors, mainly
from the uK. Sarah and her team give tours personally. this means that during the busy
periods there is simply not enough gardening time to carry out major works, so the
garden closes over winter for essential maintenance, to undertake new projects and to
plant 25,000 bulbs for the following year.

“there was never an end plan, just blind passion for a newly acquired addiction,” Sarah
says. the next step is to make the garden more commercial and visitor-friendly. to this
end, a proper tea room, public toilets and car park have been built. there is a summer
open air theatre and fundraising lectures and workshops by such gardening personalities
as Sarah raven, Bunny guinness and toby Buckland. 

“my advice to anyone thinking of opening their garden to the public
is to make sure you like people. it sounds obvious i know, but you
would be amazed how many people patently prefer their plants,”
Sarah says. 

www.theorganicgardens.co.uk
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